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Abstract. Nowadays, dynamically developing optical (photonic) technologies play an ever-increasing role in medicine. Their adequate and effective implementation in diagnostics, surgery, and therapy needs reliable data on optical properties of human tissues, including skin. This paper presents an overview of recent results on the measurements and control of tissue optical properties. The issues reported comprise a brief review of optical properties of biological tissues and efficacy of optical clearing (OC) method in application to monitoring of diabetic complications and visualization of blood vessels and microcirculation using a number of optical imaging technologies, including spectroscopic, optical coherence tomography, and polarization- and speckle-based ones. Molecular modeling of immersion OC of skin and specific technique of OC of adipose tissue by its heating and photodynamic treatment are also discussed. © 2018 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.23.9.091416]
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1 Introduction

Recent technology advancements in photonics have spurred a prodigious progress toward the development of innovative methods and systems for clinical functional optical imaging, laser surgery, and phototherapy. Development of optical biomedical methods and techniques has stimulated a great interest in the study of optical properties of human tissues, which define the efficacy of tissue optical probing and light action on tissue and when are known (measured) give an opportunity to predict precise photon propagation trajectories and fluence rate distribution within irradiated tissues.

Examples of application of measured tissue optical properties to diagnostics include monitoring of blood oxygenation and tissue metabolism, tracking of drug, microcontainer, and nanoparticle delivery. In therapeutics, all kinds of treatments, such as photodynamic therapy (PDT), low-level laser therapy (LLLT), photothermal therapy (PTT) and plasmonic photothermal therapy (PPTT) need an accurate dosimetry that is impossible to provide without estimation of tissue optical properties. The precision of tissue laser ablation, coagulation, and cutting strongly depends on spectral properties of tissues. Therefore, for all these applications, the knowledge of tissue optical properties is of great importance for interpretation and quantification of diagnostic data and for prediction of light and absorbed energy distribution for therapeutic and surgical use. Numerous publications related to determination of tissue optical properties are available in the literature; however from year to year, the number of such studies increases. Among these studies, several books, book chapters, and reviews summarizing and analyzing data on optical properties can be mentioned. The analysis of these publications (and references in them) shows that the optical properties of human and animal skin, subcutaneous adipose tissue (AT), breast tissue, myocardium, muscle, skull, dura mater and other brain/head tissues, maxillary sinuses, mucus membranes, stomach wall mucosa, colon, peritoneum, uterus, gallbladder, liver, aorta, lung, sclera, conjunctiva, retina and other ocular tissues, hairs, bone, cartilage, tooth enamel and dentin, and blood have been investigated in the visible- and near-infrared spectral ranges.

The investigations show a variety of advanced biomedical technologies, which are in direct need of knowledge of the optical parameters of tissues. As the most impressive and useful examples of tissue quantified data application, there are the dosimetry of radiation during PDT and PTT and in laser surgery, various imaging technologies, the development of batteryless solar-powered cardiac pacemakers, standardization of tissue-mimicking phantoms, assessment of tissue chromophore concentration and distribution and proposition of adequate optical models of tissues.
2 Optical Properties of Biological Tissues

To our knowledge, the quantitative study of optical properties of tissues began in the 50’s of the last century. However, the most intensive studies have been conducted since the 90’s (see Fig. 1). A rapid surge of publications during this period was caused by the development of optical technologies applicable to noninvasive or least-invasive diagnostics, therapy, and surgery of various diseases, as well as the perfection of the techniques for measurements of optical parameters of tissues in a wide wavelength range.

In the near future, a further increase in the number of publications related to the quantitative evaluation of the optical properties of not only healthy, but also pathologically modified tissues is expected, as well as the intensive use of these data for more accurate diagnosis and monitoring of malignant tumors, diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, and for dosimetry of light in PDT, LLLT, PTT, PPTT, and laser surgery.

More efficient, accurate, and fast computer algorithms and experimental methods that are already available or may appear soon will allow for the measurement of the optical properties of tissues in vivo in a real time. This will bring the optical method to a new horizon and significantly improve the care of people’s health. For example, quantification of time varying optical parameters caused by endogenous metabolic processes or the external impact on a tissue via thermal action or due to immersion or compression optical clearing (OC) will be possible.

New “tissue diagnostic/therapeutic windows” in the near-infrared (NIR) attracted a lot of attention recently. In addition to visible (vis)/NIR “windows” such as I (625 to 975 nm), II (1100 to 1350 nm), III (1600 to 1870 nm), and IV (2100 to 2300 nm), a narrow UV “window” (350 to 400 nm) can also be used (see Fig. 2). Due to the great interest to UV/MIR and terahertz ranges in biophotonics, new studies of the optical properties of various tissues in these prospective wavelength ranges are expected to be performed soon.

In addition, as this is evident from recent publications, one should also expect the growth in application of optical methods to characterization of tissues for the aims of food industry to test meat quality and freshness.

Recently, the optical properties of bovine muscle, rat parietal peritoneum, human skin, and rat subcutaneous adipose, human skin, bone, stomach, and maxillary sinus mucosa, human colon, sclera, and dura mater were measured in the vis/NIR spectral ranges. The tissues were characterized in vitro using integrating sphere spectroscopy technique and inverse double-doubling or inverse Monte Carlo methods.

Figure 3 shows absorption coefficient spectra of the tissues studied. It is well seen that tissue absorption has a minimal value in the spectral range from 600 to 1300 nm (2.5 ± 1.5 cm⁻¹), within so-called “second and third transparency windows (TW),” and from 1650 to 1800 nm (3 ± 1.5 cm⁻¹) in the “fourth-TW” of tissues. Lately, more and more interest is paid to the “fifth-TW,” from 2150 to 2350 nm, with absorption coefficient of 2.5 to 15 cm⁻¹, for which scattering coefficient is the lowest. In the spectral range 400 to 600 nm, the absorption
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coefficient increases due to the presence of blood hemoglobin in tissues. The increase of absorption in the spectral ranges 1350 to 1600 nm, 1800 to 2150 nm, and 2350 to 2500 nm is due to the absorption of tissue water, and significant variations in absorption coefficient are connected with differences in tissue water content.

In the spectral range from 400 to 1300 nm, scattering properties of the tissues can be approximated by a power law:

$$\mu_s' (\lambda) = \mu_s (1-g) = A\lambda^{-\omega_1} + B\lambda^{-\omega_2},$$

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength (nm), $\mu_s'$ is the reduced scattering coefficient (cm$^{-1}$), $\mu_s$ is the scattering coefficient (cm$^{-1}$), $g$ is the scattering anisotropy factor, and $w$ is the wavelength exponent. In Table 1 approximations for reduced scattering coefficient of selected tissues are summarized.

In Fig. 1 and Table 1 (see also Refs. 2 and 3), it is well seen that values of absorption and scattering coefficients for rat subcutaneous AT are larger than for human subcutaneous AT, and this difference is more noticeable within the absorption bands of lipids at the wavelengths 1720 and 1760 nm. It can be associated with the differences in structural and morphological features of these tissues. For example, in rat subcutaneous AT, the water content is about 3.5% ± 2.9% and in human, it is about 8% i.e., rat fat tissue has more structural elements (lipids, collagenous fibers, etc.) that provide larger absorption and scattering of light.

Along with integrating spheres spectroscopy, which is the most common method of in vitro and ex vivo measuring optical properties of biological tissues, optical coherence tomography (OCT) over the last decades is becoming a method of choice for in vivo measurements, namely scattering coefficient $\mu_s$, anisotropy factor $g$, and refractive index (RI) $n$. OCT has many important biomedical applications related to quantification of optical properties, such as tumor margin assessment from the surrounding healthy tissue in the course of photodynamic or photothermal treatment and in-depth monitoring of molecular diffusion in tissues.

### 3 Refractive Index Measurements of Tissues and Blood

#### 3.1 Introduction

RI of a tissue and its components is an optical parameter playing a fundamental role in light propagation in and interaction with tissues and cells as well as becoming an internal diagnostic parameter allowing for label free “optical histology”.

Over the last decades, various techniques to determine RI of biological tissues were developed; they include confocal microscopy, optical fiber cladding method, minimal deviation angle method, OCT with multiple modifications, total internal reflection method, measurement the intensity profile of diffuse light refracted into the prism around the critical angle, spectroscopic refractometry, and polarizing-interference microscopy. The RIs of different biological tissues and cell structures can be found in Ref. 4, and some of them are presented in Table 1.

The refractometric properties of biological tissues and their individual components, such as human, porcine, and rat AT, porcine muscle tissue, rat brain tissue, and the main blood proteins—hemoglobin and albumin, have been studied in a wide range of wavelengths and temperatures. The temperature dependences of RIs were analyzed for the presence of critical points corresponding to phase transitions.

#### 3.2 Adipose Tissue

Figure 1 shows temperature dependence for the mean RI for abdominal human AT measured using multiwavelength Abbe refractometer DR-M2/1550 (Atago, Japan) at 930 nm and...
Table 2. RI of different tissues and cell structures. RI depends on the wavelength; here its magnitudes are given mostly for the visible range, but in some cases for a wider range from UV to NIR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>RI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human blood plasma</td>
<td>1.330 ± 0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal cells</td>
<td>1.350 ± 0.180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human erythrocytes</td>
<td>1.385 ± 0.139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human blood</td>
<td>1.360 ± 0.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft tissue</td>
<td>1.360 ± 0.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemoglobin</td>
<td>1.400 ± 0.147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat</td>
<td>1.440 ± 0.1510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human dry erythrocytes</td>
<td>1.555 ± 0.1567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry protein</td>
<td>1.540 ± 0.1598</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ n(T) = n_0 + (dn/dT)T, \]

\[ n_0 = 1.467. \]

This can be explained by the high content of oleic acid in human fat (46%) and its low-melting temperature (16°C).

Therefore, it may easily and intensively leak out from the adipose cells and accumulate at the interface between the sample and measuring prism of the refractometer.

Table 2 shows mean value and SD of phase transition characteristic temperatures averaged over 10 human and 10 porcine samples studied using Abbé refractometer.

For human fat, the very low temperature (24.1°C) and low-temperature transitions (31°C to 35°C) could be associated with the fusible free fatty acid (FFA) of a fat droplet like oleic acid; the middle temperature (39.1°C)—with cell membrane phospholipids, and the high temperature (48.0°C)—with less fusible fatty triglyceride (FFT) of a fat droplet like palmitic acid. For porcine fat, a similar grade of phase transitions is seen, but with some difference of characteristic temperatures, which should be related to variations in composition of these two tissues. The overall analysis of 20 (10 human and 10 porcine) samples demonstrates for 12 samples the existence of very-low-temperature transitions in the range from 24.1°C to 25.5°C detected by the same measurement technique. The low-temperature transitions that are in the range from 31.0°C to 35.1°C were detected for all 20 samples, whereas the middle-temperature range transitions were found very close to each other, as (39.1 ± 0.1)°C for 10 human and (39.5 ± 1.9)°C for 9 porcine samples, with the additional transition at (44.4 ± 0.6)°C for only 6 porcine samples. The high-temperature transitions were also found to be close to each other for human and porcine AT at (48.0 ± 0.04)°C for 10 human and (50.2 ± 1.0)°C for 6 porcine samples, as only 5 porcine samples showed the additional phase transition at (55.5 ± 1.6)°C.

3.3 Muscle Tissue

RI is the key parameter for tissue OC, which is used to increase the imaging depth and improve the quality of images for various techniques, such as OCT, fluorescent, and many other microscopies. Oliveira et al. proposed an indirect method for evaluation of RI of the interstitial space of tissues, which is based on the analysis of temporal efficiency of tissue OC and was successfully tested for skeletal muscle with glucose (40%) and ethylene glycol (EG) (99%) solutions as optical clearing agents (OCAs). The method is simple, as it is based only on the measurements of time dependences of tissue sample collimated transmittance \( T_\alpha(t) \) and thickness \( d(t) \) with minor calculations. Since the method uses the concept of RI matching of tissue cellular structures and controlled interstitial fluid (ISF), the refraction and structural properties of tissue components can be evaluated, as refraction, viscous, and osmotic properties of probing OCAs are known or can be measured independently with a high precision. By this method, the occurrence of the RI matching mechanism of OC was also proved. This method can be applied to a variety of biological tissues at interaction with an appropriate OCA as a probe.

Highly concentrated albumin solutions can be used as the OCAs for immersion OC of muscle tissue, since their RI is close to the RI of cellular structures of tissues. Figures and show efficiency of OC of porcine muscle tissue immersed in 70% bovine serum albumin solution. The collimated transmittance spectra \( T_\alpha(\lambda) \) of a tissue sample were measured using a multichannel spectrometer NIRQuest 512-2.2 (Ocean Optics, USA). The tissue sample was fixed on a multichannel spectrometer NIRQuest 512-2.2 (Ocean Optics, USA). The tissue sample was fixed on 3.5 × 1.5 cm² plastic plate against a hole in the center and placed in
of a 5-ml glass cuvette with 70% bovine albumin solution. The source of radiation was a halogen lamp HL-2000 (Ocean Optics, USA). Table 3 shows the RI values for the slice of porcine muscle tissue before and after immersion in 70% bovine albumin solution and OC efficiency. RI was measured using multiwavelength Abbe refractometer. SD is standard deviation.

Table 3 The initial (room temperature) values and the temperature RI increments of the melted (mp) and sliced porcine (sp) AT for the temperature range from 25°C to 50°C measured using multiwavelength Abbe refractometer. SD is standard deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>λ (nm)</th>
<th>(n0)_mp (SD)</th>
<th>(dn/dT)_mp (SD), -10^-4°C^-1</th>
<th>(n0)_sp (SD)</th>
<th>(dn/dT)_sp (SD), -10^-4°C^-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>480</td>
<td>1.4918 (0.0009)</td>
<td>5.870 (0.227)</td>
<td>1.5014 (0.0020)</td>
<td>7.996 (0.535)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>589</td>
<td>1.4837 (0.0010)</td>
<td>5.698 (0.256)</td>
<td>1.4887 (0.0017)</td>
<td>6.974 (0.454)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>680</td>
<td>1.4801 (0.0011)</td>
<td>5.923 (0.283)</td>
<td>1.4865 (0.0022)</td>
<td>7.578 (0.571)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>930</td>
<td>1.4774 (0.0011)</td>
<td>6.026 (0.286)</td>
<td>1.4845 (0.0014)</td>
<td>7.867 (0.362)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>1.4747 (0.0011)</td>
<td>5.918 (0.275)</td>
<td>1.4806 (0.0015)</td>
<td>7.681 (0.397)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>1.4705 (0.0012)</td>
<td>6.174 (0.328)</td>
<td>1.4773 (0.0015)</td>
<td>7.990 (0.385)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1550</td>
<td>1.4685 (0.0015)</td>
<td>6.681 (0.405)</td>
<td>1.4799 (0.0022)</td>
<td>9.583 (0.566)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 Mean values and SD of phase transition temperatures found for 10 human and 10 porcine fat samples studied using Abbe refractometer. SD presents temperature interval for a particular phase transition found for N samples; N is the number of samples for which a particular phase transition was observed for each series of samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>Human</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Porcine</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very low temperature</td>
<td>24.1 ± 0.2</td>
<td>For 3</td>
<td>25.5 ± 1.9</td>
<td>For 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low temperature</td>
<td>31.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>For all 10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>For all 10</td>
<td>34.1 ± 2.8</td>
<td>For all 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>For all 10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle temperature</td>
<td>39.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>For all 10</td>
<td>39.5 ± 1.9</td>
<td>For 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>44.4 ± 0.6</td>
<td>For 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High temperature</td>
<td>48.0 ± 0.04</td>
<td>For all 10</td>
<td>50.2 ± 1.0</td>
<td>For 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>55.5 ± 1.6</td>
<td>For 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Blood and Its Components

Since blood contains hemoglobin, one of the major chromophores of soft tissues in the visible/NIR region, it is of great importance to know the optical properties of both whole blood and its components. Measurement of RI of blood is of interest for many fields of optical biomedical diagnostics, including optical tomography and biopsy. In the recent pilot study, the possibility of detection of the critical temperatures that correspond to phase transitions of hemoglobin solutions with temperature increase was demonstrated via RI measurements. It is well known that RI of a hemoglobin solution depends linearly on temperature [see Eq. (1)] and concentration

\[ n(C) = n_{H_2O} + \alpha C, \]  

(2)

where \( n_{H_2O} \) is the RI of distilled water; \( C \) is the hemoglobin concentration; \( \alpha \) is the specific refraction increment (see Table 3). Dispersion is well described by Sellmeier equation:

\[ n^2(\lambda) = 1 + \frac{A_1\lambda^2}{\lambda^2 - B_1} + \frac{A_2\lambda^2}{\lambda^2 - B_2}, \]  

(3)

where \( A_1, A_2, B_1, \) and \( B_2 \) are the empirical constants (see Table 3).
The results of RI measurements and evaluation of specific increment, temperature increment, and coefficients of Sellmeier dispersion equation for human hemoglobin and albumin are presented in Tables 6 and 7. RI was measured using a multiwavelength Abbe refractometer DR-M2/1550 (Atago, Japan) within 480 to 1550 nm spectral range for the temperature from 23 for hemoglobin and from 24 for albumin to 50°C with 1°C step. The hemoglobin solution was obtained from whole blood by hemolysis after its decomposition into fractions. The albumin solution was prepared from dry human serum albumin (Sigma Aldrich, USA). Tables 6 and 7 show the average values of RI for 10 samples of hemoglobin solution and 5 samples of albumin solution.

The refractometric method allows for quick and easy evaluation of optical properties of biological tissues and well complements other research methods, e.g., tissue OC, as it was discussed in this section.

The possibility of implementation of the refractometric method for revealing critical temperatures corresponding to phase transitions in tissues and cell structures was also demonstrated on the examples of human and porcine ATs. The obtained data for RI and its temperature increments for AT,
human hemoglobin, and albumin are the new data supplementary to the data available in the literature. It is important to note that in addition to classical refractometry, the spatially resolved phase imaging methods allowing for quantitative determination of RI distribution in tissues and cells are rapidly developing. They are based on the measurement of the complex field associated with high-resolution microscopic images of tissue slices, extraction the scattering coefficients and anisotropies, which enables access to tissue structural information. Many studies demonstrate the prospects of quantitative phase imaging techniques for the label-free tissue imaging and ability of diagnosis of brain, breast, and prostate cancer as well as detection of brain tissue structural alterations in Alzheimer’s disease.

### 3.5 Collagenous Tissues

The development of reliable theoretical models describing light propagation in fibrous tissues and the processes associated with the control of their optical properties is still an urgent problem. The optical behavior of such tissues as dermis, sclera, cartilage, and tendon, as well as the walls of arteries and veins, is largely determined by the optical behavior of collagen fibers. Therefore, when considering these tissues, an adequate description of the optics of collagen bundles and processes occurring in them under the influence of external factors is of fundamental importance. A convenient model object for experimental studies of physical and physiological properties of collagen fibers is rat tail tendon (RTT) fascicles (due to their relatively simple structure, ease of extraction and manipulation, and ready availability). Fascicles are secondary collagen bundles of tendons. Their composition and collagen fibril packing are similar to those of collagen fibers of dermis and sclera. But fascicles, whose diameter typically lies within the range from 250 to 500 μm, are ten times thicker than dermal and scleral collagen bundles, which makes them quite convenient for study. An extensive series of experiments with RTT fascicles, aimed at clarifying the mechanisms of immersion OC of collagenous tissues was recently completed. The application of immersion agents to RTT fascicle significantly changes not only scattering properties of the tissue, but also its birefringence and diattenuation (see example in Fig. 7), which allows for obtaining extended information about the processes occurring. The results on immersion clearing will be presented elsewhere. Here, the results of some auxiliary measurements concerning the effect of water content, one of the most variable and important tissue characteristics, on the optical properties of collagen fibers, namely, on the average RI, and the average birefringence index of the tissue should be mentioned. As far as we are aware, of collagenous tissues, reliable estimates of the average RI as a function of water content were earlier obtained only for cornea, which is a tissue with a very high water content.

In order to determine the average RI of RTT fascicles as a function of water content, the cross-sectional area and average RI of RTT fascicle specimens were monitored using OCT during their air-drying from the native state to the air-dry state and in the process of rehydration of dried specimens in normal saline solution (NSS: aqueous solution of 0.9 wt. % NaCl). The experimental technique is described in detail in Ref. Here only the main steps are outlined.

Fascicles were excised from the tails of mature rats within 1 h after decapitation, then immediately immersed in NSS. All refractive-index measurements were performed on fascicles ranging in diameter from 300 to 400 μm. The storage time of samples in NSS before they were used in experiments did not exceed 7 days. No statistically significant change (Friedman test, probability value $p = 0.32$) in the average RI of RTT fascicle specimens was observed during 7-day storage in NSS. The fascicles were mounted in a slightly stretched state on an object-plate using binder clips and covered with a cover slip.

![Fig. 7 Typical kinetics of the collimated transmittance, diattenuation, and average group birefringence index of RTT fascicles in the process of their OC in an 85 vol% aqueous glycerol solution. The data were obtained for different samples of similar sizes. The transmittance and diattenuation (for the same sample) were measured using polarized optical microscopy (wavelength $\lambda = 544$ nm). The average group birefringence index was measured using OCT (center wavelength $\lambda_c = 930$ nm).](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/journals/Journal-of-Biomedical-Optics/Volume-23/Issue-9/091416-7)
In the measurements, an OCT-system ThorLabs-OCP930SR with a center wavelength ($\lambda_c$) of 930 nm was used. To estimate the average group RI $n_g$ of the tissue using OCT, a common method was employed in which the group RI and physical thickness of the sample are determined from the measured values of the optical path length and shift of the image of a reflecting surface arranged beyond the sample with respect to its position in the absence of the sample [in our experimental geometry, as in Ref. 145, the role of this reflecting surface was played by the frontal surface of the object–plate (glass substrate); see inset in Fig. 8]. The group RI of the surrounding medium was calculated from dispersion data for the phase RI of the medium. To determine the water volume fraction $C_w$, the cross-sectional area of the fascicle by scaling the area of the specimen cross section in the OCT-image was first calculated using the measured group RI. Then the coefficient of fascicle volume change (volume factor), $k_s = V/V_0$, where $V$ is the current value of tissue volume and $V_0$ is the volume of the tissue in the initial state, was computed. Since in our experiments the length of the fascicle did not change during both the dehydration and following rehydration, the volume factor was calculated as $k_s = S/S_0$, where $S$ and $S_0$ are the current and initial values of the cross-sectional area, respectively. Finally, the water volume fraction was estimated by the equation $C_w \approx (k_s - k_{stdy})/k_s$, where $k_{stdy}$ is the value of $k_s$ for the dry state.

Figure 8 shows the measured dependences of the average group RI $n_g$ on the water volume fraction $C_w$ for four samples of RTT fascicles, samples 1, 2, 3, and 4. The OCT data for sample 1 were collected during 30 min when this sample was dried at room temperature. Sample 2 was dried at room temperature for 2 h, then held for 1 h at 50°C, and finally held for 1 h at 105°C. Sample 3 was dried for 40 min at room temperature and then for 1 h at 105°C. Sample 4 was first dried at room temperature for 20 min and then placed in NSS for rehydration. From Fig. 8, it can be seen that the data for different samples are in good agreement, as are the data for drying and rehydration of sample 4. The experimental data for bovine cornea from Ref. 146 were also transferred to Fig. 8 for comparison. It can be seen that the data for tendon and cornea fit rather well.

An average value of $n_g$ for RTT fascicles in the native state was found to be $1.423 \pm 0.003$. This value is shown by the black triangle in Fig. 8. The experimental data for RTT were shown to be well approximated by the quadratic polynomial $n_g = 1.5713 - 0.1969C_w - 0.0328C_w^2$ (Fig. 8). It is noteworthy that the approximation of the RTT data by the straight line passing through the points $(C_w, n_g) = (1, 1.3416)$ (water) and the value 1.3416 of the group RI of water was obtained using the dispersion data for the phase RI of water of Ref. 144 and is close to the values 1.3405 ± 0.0003 and 1.3404 corresponding to dispersion data sets presented in Refs. 147 and 148, respectively. The red line in Fig. 8 ensures a rather good accuracy for the range 0.52 ≤ $C_w$ ≤ 1 but gives a significantly overestimated value for the dry state (1.594).

The significant deviation of the actual $n_g(C_w)$ curve from this approximating line in the region $C_w \geq 0.52$ may be attributed to a change of the mode of hydration. In the literature, two modes of collagenous tissue hydration are distinguished. For relatively high values of hydration parameter $H$, which is defined as the ratio of the weight of water to the dry weight, changes in the total water content in the tissue lead to changes of the water content in extracellular space while the water content in collagen fibrils remains unchanged. In the alternative mode ($H < H_c$, where $H_c$ is a critical value, the so-called collagen hydration point), changes in the total water content are accompanied by changes in water content both in collagen fibrils and extracellular space. For RTT, $H_c \approx 0.82$, which corresponds to $C_w \approx 0.52$.

The average group birefringence index is usually measured using polarization-sensitive OCT systems. However, the OCT-system ThorLabs-OCP930SR used in the measurements was also found suitable for this purpose, since the probe beam was partially linearly polarized with a relatively high degree of polarization (~0.89) and the plane of polarization of the polarized component of the probe beam made an angle of 45° with the B-scan plane. Due to this, when the direction of the fascicle (the preferred optic axis direction) was perpendicular to the B-scan plane, interference fringes caused by the tissue birefringence were observed in OCT images (see the inset in Fig. 8). From these fringes, the average group birefringence index of the tendon was calculated. In Fig. 8, the measured values of the average group birefringence index for RTT are plotted against the volume water fraction $C_w$.

### 4 Efficacy of Optical Clearing Agents and Diffusion Coefficient

Analysis of data bases Web of Science, Scopus, and PubMed shows that the interest to the OC methods is permanently growing, which is caused by the progress of optical and laser technologies translation to biology and medicine. The optical immersion clearing is based on the impregnation of a tissue...
by a biocompatible OCA with RI value close to the RI of tissue scatterers to reach an RI matching effect; these agents are often have hyperosmotic properties causing tissue temporal dehydration, less thickness of the tissue layer, and better spatial correlation between scatterers. At present, different OCAs, including the solutions of sugars, polyhydric alcohols, acids, and others are used. They are biocompatible, possess sufficiently high RI, and provide effective OC of skin and other tissues.

Nowadays, the data on optical efficiency of different OCAs to select the most suitable for use in a particular case are urgently needed. This section summaries studies on OC of some tissues provided by the widely used OCAs.

As OCAs dehydrated glycerol (G) and aqueous glycerol solutions with concentration from 30% to 85%, propylene glycol (PG), EG, polyethylene glycol (PEG) with MW 300 Da (PEG-300) and 400 Da (PEG-400), 1,3-butanediol (1,3-BD) and 1,4-butanediol (1,4-BD), 2-methyl-1,3-propanediol (MPD), dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO), aqueous glucose solutions (Gl) with weight/volume concentrations from 20% to 56%, and mannitol 16% (M16) are used. The RI of the agents measured at 589 nm, their molecular weight, and dynamic viscosity obtained from literature are presented in Table 8.

OC of skin was studied for white laboratory rat and murine ex vivo and for human skin, rat skeletal muscle, porcine myocardium, human cranial bone, and dura mater—in vitro. For measuring the collimated transmittance of the samples, commercially available vis-NIR spectrometers connected to PC was used. Diffuse reflectance and total light transmittance of skin samples were measured using commercially available integrating sphere spectrometers. All measurements were performed at room temperature (~20°C).

The EOC is the parameter that allows one to compare different OCAs by their relative effect on tissue transparency. EOC was introduced in different ways, e.g., as a ratio of reduced scattering coefficient values before and after immersion during some reasonable time interval or a ratio of achieved maximal collimated optical transmittance to the initial one or similar ratio, but for total transmittance: the maximal resolution of the test-object visualized through a tissue sample in vitro, and the relative change of the parameter characterizing the signal-to-noise ratio obtained at analysis of laser speckle contrast in vivo.

The evaluation of efficiency as a related difference of maximal and minimal values of collimated transmittance allows for obtaining the degree of skin transparency without taking into account the changes in structural properties of the tissue. However, it was shown that alcohols and sugar solutions cause tissue shrinkage, thus corresponding decrease of sample thickness additionally contributes to the collimated transmittance increase.

The EOC evaluation using $\mu_s$ (or $\mu_s'$) allows for obtaining objective information on the change of scattering properties of the samples due to OCA immersion, since it takes into account the sample thickness variation under the action of OCAs. Thus the EOC can be evaluated using the expression:

$$\Delta\mu_s = \frac{\mu_s(t=0) - \mu_{s,\text{min}}}{\mu_s(t=0)} \times 100\%,$$

where $\mu_s(t=0)$ is the initial scattering coefficient for the intact tissue sample and $\mu_{s,\text{min}}$ is the minimal value of scattering coefficient.

The knowledge of diffusion rate of OCAs is very important for the development of mathematical models describing the interaction of OCAs with tissues and creating models for effective drug delivery. The optical method of evaluation of OCA diffusion coefficient in a tissue is based on the measurements of temporal changes of tissue scattering properties.

However, in the analysis of penetration of high-concentrated substances into tissues, one can consider only the relative diffusion coefficient. The relative diffusion coefficient characterizes the mean rate of the exchange fluxes of an OCA into the tissue and water out of the tissue. The analysis of collimated transmittance kinetics of the skin samples immersed in the OCA allows for estimation the relative diffusion coefficient of the OCA.

The values of diffusion coefficient and EOC have been calculated for each wavelength and then averaged. Table 8 shows these values for EOC in the spectral range from 400 to 1000 nm evaluated from the literature data and diffusion coefficients of the OCAs in tissues measured ex vivo and in vitro.

One can see that dehydrated glycerol is not the most effective OCA, although it has maximal value of RI. It may be caused by high viscosity of glycerol, which prevents easy penetration of glycerol into tissue. In addition, glycerol desiccates the samples making them denser; this also prevents glycerol penetration into the tissue. The features of glycerol—collagen molecular interaction are the cause of more effective skin OC with G60 than with G85. As it follows from the results presented, PEG-400 appeared to be the most effective OCA.

Table 8 shows that dehydrated glycerol has maximal value of relative diffusion coefficient. In this case, the main contribution to the OCA is made by dehydration of tissue sample, i.e., diffusivity kinetics is mostly defined by a fast water outflow.

Presented data have shown that relative changes of tissue scattering properties makes it possible to evaluate the OCA efficiency in spite of the differences in tissue sample thickness. Determination of the relative diffusion coefficient of an OCA allows for revealing the rate of OC process.
Table 8. Properties of the OCAs [molecular weight (MW), dynamic viscosity (V), RI, measured at the wavelength 589 nm], their efficiency and diffusion coefficient in tissues. Glycerol (G), propylene glycol (PG), ethyleneglycol (EG), polyethylene glycol (PEG), 1,3-butanediol (1.3-BD), 1,4-butanediol (1,4-BD), 2-methyl-1,3-propanediol (MPD), dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO), glucose solutions (Gl), and mannitol 16% (M16).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OCA</th>
<th>MW (Da)</th>
<th>V (mPa s)</th>
<th>RI</th>
<th>Efficiency (%)</th>
<th>Diffusion coefficient $\times 10^{-6}$ (cm$^2$/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human skin in vitro</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>1410</td>
<td>1.472</td>
<td>66.0 ± 8.0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPD</td>
<td>90.12</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>58.0 ± 2.0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,3-BD</td>
<td>90.12</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>58.0 ± 13.0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,4-BD</td>
<td>90.12</td>
<td>84.9</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>65.0 ± 5.5</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EG</td>
<td>62.07</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>1.4316</td>
<td>50.0 ± 11.0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMSO</td>
<td>78.13</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>35.0 ± 9.0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rat skin ex vivo</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>1410</td>
<td>1.472</td>
<td>37.7 ± 12.9</td>
<td>3.23 ± 2.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G85</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>1452</td>
<td>1.452</td>
<td>24.6 ± 5.2</td>
<td>1.81 ± 1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G70</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>1.428</td>
<td>29.0 ± 10.0</td>
<td>0.86 ± 0.73</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G60</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1.415</td>
<td>33.5 ± 11.6</td>
<td>1.098 ± 0.62</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G50</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>1.399</td>
<td>22.0 ± 7.0</td>
<td>1.04 ± 0.52</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G30</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.378</td>
<td>8.0 ± 5.0</td>
<td>2.79 ± 1.12</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG</td>
<td>76.09</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1.432</td>
<td>50.4 ± 7.8</td>
<td>0.135 ± 0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG-300</td>
<td>285 to 315</td>
<td>∼110</td>
<td>1.463</td>
<td>56.7 ± 7.9</td>
<td>1.83 ± 2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG-400</td>
<td>380 to 420</td>
<td>∼135</td>
<td>1.465</td>
<td>69.1 ± 4.5, 21.0 ± 6.0</td>
<td>1.70 ± 1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Murine skin ex vivo</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gl56</td>
<td>180.16</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>1.418</td>
<td>62.0 ± 4.0</td>
<td>1.70 ± 1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gl43</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>1.398</td>
<td>52.0 ± 9.0</td>
<td>2.70 ± 2.22</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gl30</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.379</td>
<td>34.0 ± 7.0</td>
<td>1.40 ± 0.96</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rat muscle ex vivo</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EG</td>
<td>62.07</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>1.428</td>
<td>34.0 ± 0.8</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gl40</td>
<td>180.16</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>1.394</td>
<td>16.0 ± 0.6</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Porcine myocardium in vitro</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gl40</td>
<td>180.16</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>1.391</td>
<td>39.5 ± 3.1</td>
<td>0.48 ± 0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G58</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>1.414</td>
<td>37.5 ± 0.6</td>
<td>0.77 ± 0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human cranial bone in vitro</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>1410</td>
<td>1.472</td>
<td>16.0 ± 11.0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 Optical Clearing for Assessment of Diabetic Tissue Permeability for Chemical Agents

Diabetes mellitus is an endocrine disease characterized by increased glucose level in the body. According to World Health Organization, it is a worldwide growing disease with major cause of heart attack, stroke, blindness, kidney failure, and lower limb amputation. These complications are related to the glycation of body proteins which is initiated by a nonenzymatic reaction between the free amino group of the protein molecule and the carbonyl group of the sugar, followed up by cross-linking of proteins, and corresponding changes of tissue structure, limitation of its functioning, and cause of metabolic imbalance.

Characterization of tissue permeability for chemical agents allows for assessing the structural changes of tissue, which can be used as a biomarker of tissue protein glycation ability. Degree of tissue glycation measured for noninvasively reachable organs can be used for estimation of tissue condition of unreachable internal organs critical for human life, and thus for monitoring the dangerous complications of diabetes mellitus. Therefore, OCAs may serve as probing molecules for monitoring of tissue structure alterations related to protein glycation.

To prove the concept, kinetics of tissue permeability for selected OCAs can be studied by providing measurements of temporal collimated transmittance for tissue samples from different organs in the process of their OC. Such comparative investigations were performed for ex vivo skin and myocardium samples of Winstar white outbred male rats using 70% glycerol solution as an OCA and the multichannel fiber-optic spectrometer USB4000-Vis-NIR (Ocean Optics, USA) operating in the spectral range of 500 to 900 nm as a measuring system. Animals were divided into the control and diabetic groups. Diabetic groups included rats with two weeks alloxan diabetes. Ten skin samples were taken from each group of rats. The mean values of free glucose in blood were measured by glucometer “Accu-Chek Performa” (Roche Diagnostics, Germany) before injection of alloxan, in two weeks after injection; the glucose level was 128 ± 18 and 350 ± 147 mg/dl, respectively.

Obtained results for tissue permeability showed a decrease of myocardium permeability for glycerol from (11.8 ± 6.1) × 10\(^{-5}\) cm/s to (8.60 ± 3.21) × 10\(^{-5}\) cm/s in two weeks. In the same time, skin permeability for glycerol decreased from (1.68 ± 0.88) × 10\(^{-5}\) cm/s to (1.20 ± 0.33) × 10\(^{-5}\) cm/s in two weeks. Comparing kinetics of collimated transmittance for diabetic and control skin (Fig. 10a) and myocardium (Fig. 10b) samples, a significantly slower increase of optical transmittance for diabetic samples was found.

The reduction of tissue permeability to glycerol during development of diabetes must be related to alteration of tissue morphology and modification of structure, including the degree of fibril packing, loss of axial packing of the collagen-I fibrils due to the twisting and distortion of the matrix by the glycation adducts, the cross-linking of proteins, the change of free and bound water content in tissues, and increase of sarcoplasm viscosity. These structural modifications also lead to the changes of tissue optical properties, specifically to the increase of scattered light intensity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OCA</th>
<th>MW (Da)</th>
<th>V (mPa × s)</th>
<th>RI</th>
<th>Efficiency (%)</th>
<th>Diffusion coefficient × 10(^{-6}) (cm(^2)/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M16</td>
<td>182.17</td>
<td>≥1</td>
<td>1.357</td>
<td>30.0 ± 1.5</td>
<td>1.31 ± 0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI20</td>
<td>180.16</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.363</td>
<td>22.0 ± 1.1</td>
<td>1.63 ± 0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 8 (Continued)**
In Ref. [163], up to 2.5-fold slower glucose diffusion in \textit{ex vivo} skin of two-week alloxan diabetes mice was obtained by measuring the collimated transmittance of visible and NIR light through skin samples immersed in 30\%, 43\%, and 56\% glucose solutions.

Presented results show the possibility to develop a method for early diagnostics of diabetes mellitus complications, in particular, for prediction of myocardium damage by detection of skin glycation status. Also, received data for OC of skin and myocardium can be applied in phototherapy, optical diagnostics, or laser surgery to increase light penetration into tissue for diabetic or aged patients.

6 Optical Clearing for Assessment of Blood Microcirculation

The immersion tissue OC method is usually associated with impact on static scatterers, for which scattering ability is under control allowing for reduction of scattering and improvement of applicability of the optical imaging technologies. Apart from the fact that OC decreases light scattering, the penetration (diffusion) of an OCA into the tissue may affect blood microcirculation. In Ref. [183], OC of rat skin at intradermal injection of glucose and glycerol solutions was demonstrated. The decrease of reflectance at injection of glucose was stronger than at glycerol injection but was conserved for a shorter period. For hyperosmotic solutions of glucose and glycerol, the OC of skin was coupled with stasis and dilation of microvessels in the site of application of the agent. As the introduction of OCAs into a tissue may affect blood microcirculation caused by a transient stasis of the microvessels, it is important to study this phenomenon. One of the prospective methods for the assessment of blood flow alterations is the robust laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI) technique. LSCI is based on the registration of the speckle-modulated images, investigation of the spatial and temporal statistics of the speckle pattern by calculation of the contrast $K_k$ of time-averaged dynamic speckles in dependence on the exposure time $t_k$:

$$K_k = \sigma_{Ik} / \bar{I}_k = \frac{\sqrt{(1/MN) \sum_{m=1}^{M} \sum_{n=1}^{N} [I_k(m,n) - \bar{I}_k]^2}}{(1/MN) \sum_{m=1}^{M} \sum_{n=1}^{N} I_k(m,n)},$$

where $k$ is the number of frames in a sequence of speckle-modulated images, $\bar{I}_k$ and $\sigma_{Ik}$ are the scattered light intensity averaged over the analyzed frame and the root-mean-square value of the fluctuation component of the pixel’s brightness, $M$ and $N$ are the number of pixels in rows and columns of the analyzed area of the frame, respectively; and $I_k(m,n)$ is the brightness of the $(m,n)$ pixel of the $k$-frame.

For example, Cheng et al. used LSCI to evaluate quantitatively OCA-induced changes of blood flow. Zhu et al. applied the LSCI to investigate both the short-term and long-term effects of glycerol and glucose, mixture of PEG-400 and thiazone on blood vessels in different tissues \textit{in vivo}. Mao et al. were studied 30\% glycerol solution effect on the dermal blood vessels of the rat skin. The recent studies carried out using LSCI were focused on vascular permeability at application of a specific OCA, i.e., Omnipaque™-300, namely, on the analysis of blood flow in pancreatic vessels. Omnipaque™ is a radiopaque agent for x-ray image contrasting with the active substance iohexol. Its aqueous solutions were also used. The solutions were applied to the tissue site topically using a pipette in a volume of 0.5 ml. The calibration of the LSCI system made it possible to quantify changes of the blood flow. Application of 100\% “Omnipaque™-300” demonstrates 65\% increase of blood flow as 70\% “Omnipaque™-300” gives 50\% increase of blood flow in the group of diabetic animals (experiments were conducted 16 days after the injection of alloxan). In both cases to 10\'th min, blood flow velocity was completely restored. Blood flow in the control group of healthy animals did not show any noticeable changes. Increased blood flow after application of the OCA could be caused by increased vascular endothelial permeability at diabetes even in early stages of disease.

LSCI was used for imaging of cerebral blood flow in newborn mice brain during topical OCA application in the area of the fontanelle. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of glycerol and Omnipaque solutions as OCAs for the investigation of cerebral blood flow in newborn mice without scalp removal and skull thinning. Figure shows the speckle contrast images of the cerebral blood vessel before and during the action of 60\% glycerol solution on the newborn mouse skin surface in the fontanelle area. It can be seen that the quality of vascular imaging has been improved significantly.
Also it was shown that the Omnipaque/DMSO solution gives better result of OC than aqueous 70% Omnipaque solution. All used OCAs have demonstrated effective skin clearing of newborn mice in the fontanelle area. The OC is more efficient if an aqueous 60% glycerol solution is applied. However, glycerol solution caused a reduction in the cerebral blood flow up to 12%.

7 Optical Clearing of Blood and Enhanced Imaging of Blood Vessels and Cells

The difference of RIs of erythrocytes [red blood cells (RBC)] and blood plasma is the main source of light scattering in blood. There are many OCAs which are used for OC of blood, such as dextrans, iohexol (x-ray contrast, i.e., Omnipaque™), mannitol, glucose, glycerol, PG, PEG, hemoglobin, and some others. The mechanisms of the improvement of light transport in tissue and blood depend on the particular OCA and mode of application. The RI matching between RBC and blood plasma is one of the major mechanisms of the OC of blood, however, cell aggregation and deformation induced by an OCA or the displacing of blood at OCA flushing may also lead to decreasing of light scattering in blood.

Recently, the experimental studies of the possibility to achieve the fast OC effect in tissues and blood ex vivo and in vivo using OCT imaging system were performed. Several OCAs, such as PEG-300, fructose, and hemoglobin solutions, were used for the enhancement of light transport in the tail veins of mice. The combined application of OCAs for intradermal and intravenous injections in order to obtain rapid OC effect was also studied. A swept source OCT system (Thorlabs, Inc., Newton, N. J., USA) working at 1300 nm was used. The axial resolution of the OCT system is 12 μm in air (9 μm in water). The OCT system provides a scanning depth range of 3 mm. Measurements were carried out at the tail sites of four mice; the sites of examination were imaged through skin.

The combination of ketamine and xylazine was used for anesthesia or euthanasia of the mice, depending on particular experiment. PEG-300 (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and hemoglobin solutions (Agat-Med, Russia) with the concentration of 160 g/l were used for intravenous injections into the tail veins of the mice in in vivo experiments. In the experiments with euthanized mice, PEG-300 was used for intravenous injections, and dry fructose (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) dissolved in saline with the concentration of 400 g/l was used for intradermal injections. The fructose solution of the volume about 0.05 ml was injected into skin in the projection of the tail vein. The volume of PEG-300 or hemoglobin solution injected into the tail veins was about 0.1 ml, which is about 4% of the total blood volume in a mouse.

The RI of the OCAs used in this study, such as fructose solution, hemoglobin solution, and PEG-300 were 1.4, 1.39 and 1.47, respectively, which are higher than the refractive indices of ISF and blood plasma (1.36 and 1.35, respectively). As it was recently reported, the addition of PEG-300 to blood induced a threefold drop of attenuation coefficient. It was observed that the application of PEG-300 caused a deformation of RBC, their elongation and aggregation. The aggregation of RBC may lead to a decrease of blood scattering caused by “sieve” effect, when a large amount of light travels in blood without interaction with the scatterers. The “sieve” effect has a possibility of exerting some impact on OC in blood.

Figure shows OCT images and corresponding backscattered intensity profiles of the tail vein for two euthanized mice. It can be seen that immediately after injection of PEG-300 the vein walls cannot be recognized [Fig. (a)], but in 15 min the vein lumen and tissue structures up and down of the vein can be seen. It is evident that the improvement of light transport is due not only to the less scattering of blood, but also to the penetration of PEG-300 through the vein wall into surrounding tissues during the observation time.

Figures (c) and (d) show the OCT images of the tail vein area taken immediately and in 15 min after two injections—intravenous of PEG-300 and intradermal of fructose, respectively. The backscattered intensity profiles are also presented. As it can be seen, the tail vein lumen and the reflectance from the tissues lying below the vein can be observed immediately after the intradermal injection of fructose and intravenous injection of PEG-300 [see backscattered intensity profile for Fig. (c)], while the injection of PEG-300 into the vein only did not cause the immediate improvement of light transport [Fig. (d)]. Fructose solution injected into skin causes local dehydration, partial replacement of ICF by fructose and matching of RIs of skin collagen and ICF that is modified by injected fructose for which RI of 1.47 is exactly equal to RI of hydrated collagen. The collagen reversible solubility in a highly concentrated fructose solution can also decrease light scattering in skin dermis to some later time.

The OCT images of mice tail vein site for in vivo measurements, which were performed for two living mice after injection of hemoglobin solution or PEG-300 into the tail vein, are presented in Fig. The OCT images were captured before and immediately after the injection of hemoglobin or PEG-300 into the tail vein of mice. Because of mouse movements, the OCT images of the same site of the tail vein before and after injection of an
OCA cannot be provided exactly. The sample OCT images as references of the tail vein site before injection of OCAs are shown in Figs. 14(a) and 14(c). Figures 14(b) and 14(d) show the tail vein sites of mice after the injection of hemoglobin solution and PEG-300, respectively. Immediately after injection, a rapid OC was seen for both OCAs: the vein lumen and the tissues above and below the vein can be observed.

As it was discussed for ex vivo studies, there are two possible mechanisms of OC of blood: RI matching between RBCs and blood plasma and RBC aggregation. The formation of RBC aggregates enhances the “sieve” effect. Since RBCs are able to disaggregate in the flowing blood due to shear stress, the effect of aggregation caused by an OCA is expected to be reversible.

High RI of free hemoglobin allows one to achieve the RI matching between RBCs and blood plasma and eliminate scattering in blood. In this case, the local hemolysis at the area of interest and consequent release of hemoglobin from RBCs to
plasma can be potentially used for OC of blood layer as it was theoretically\textsuperscript{194} and experimentally proved.\textsuperscript{216} The use of OCT technique for intravascular imaging requires the insertion of a catheter into the vessel of interest and flushing OCA,\textsuperscript{195,197,198} thus these two technologies can be complementary. However, instead of OCA flushing, hemoglobin as an endogenous OCA can be produced locally in the area of imaging.

It was demonstrated that the combination of intradermal and intravascular injections of OCAs can be used to achieve a rapid OC and increase the probing depth significantly in a short time. Apart from PEG, fructose and hemoglobin solutions, there are many other agents that can be used as OCAs for intravenous and intradermal injections. In vivo study demonstrated that combined OC of tissue and blood has a potential to increase the probing depth of OCT not only in endoscopic mode, but also through skin.

Study of microvascular system functioning at the action of OCAs with different osmotic and permeability properties through skin and other biological membranes (barriers\textsuperscript{161,200} is of great importance for understanding of OC mechanisms, tissue and cells physiological reaction\textsuperscript{161,200} and for innovative applications in addition to better tissue transparency\textsuperscript{161,200} For example, the combination of increased depth of light penetration and the temporary slowing or even cessation of blood flow in vessels considerably reduces the required radiant exposures for vessel laser photocoagulation\textsuperscript{161,200} Recently, the OC method was demonstrated as an efficient and nondestructive tool of studying blood clot structure and mechanisms controlling clot morphology\textsuperscript{161,200} The method allows for confocal imaging as deep as 1 mm inside the clot to reconstruct a three-dimensional (3-D) structure of large whole blood clots.

Another coherent-domain optical imaging technique, i.e., LSCI described in Sec.\textsuperscript{8} is also beneficial when applied in combination with the OC in order to provide imaging and quantified information about blood flow and vessel diameters in different physiological conditions and drug delivery\textsuperscript{203,204} Figure\textsuperscript{14} shows typical speckle contrast images of arteries and veins in mouse skin under the conditions of OC by a mixture (9:1) of PEG-400 and thiazone, as well as the behavior of vessel diameters and blood velocity at drug delivery.\textsuperscript{203} Noradrenaline (NA) as a common drug for vascular reactivity test was used for intravenous injection.

Various temporal and switchable optical clearing windows (OCWs) to study in depth morphological, physiological, and immunological processes through skin and skull were suggested based on the appropriate combination of OCAs and chemical enhancers of OCA permeability.\textsuperscript{161,183,202} A skull OCW in combination with two-photon microscopy was recently introduced for repeatedly imaging of neurons, microglia, and microvasculature of mice.\textsuperscript{203} The intact skull was topically treated with 10% collagenase or 10% EDTA disodium for 5 to 10 min, and then, with 80% glycerol.

As it was also demonstrated, the mouse footpad, due to its hairlessness, provides an excellent switchable OCW for imaging vascular and cellular structures and function in vivo.\textsuperscript{203,204} OCW is not only suitable to monitor the cutaneous blood vessels and blood flow distribution by LSCI (see Fig.\textsuperscript{8}), but also allows for enhanced fluorescent cell imaging using laser scanning confocal microscopy. Therefore, this switchable multiple use OCW gives a possibility of studying blood flow dynamics and cellular immune function in vivo for some long period of time of development of vascular and immunological disorders, including disorders induced by such chronic metabolic disease as diabetes.\textsuperscript{161,202}

8 Polarization Methods

An analysis of data on the interaction of polarized light with biological tissue can provide a lot of useful information on the structure and status of the tissue. For this reason, polarimetric methods are finding ever increasing use in biophotonics and medicine.\textsuperscript{132,133,135} In view of a nonlocal nature of the measured polarimetric quantities and their strong dependence on the measurement conditions as well as because of the optical anisotropy of tissues, each new potential application of polarimetry raises the questions of how to perform the optical experiment to ensure the reproducibility of measurements and the comparability of experimental data, of how to compactly represent the experimental data to minimize the storage requirements, of how to choose basic metrics for tissue characterizations, and of how to retrieve information on a particular component of the tissue from the experimental data. Good answers to the first three questions can often be found using the method of polarimetric rotational invariants proposed and developed in Refs.\textsuperscript{231–235}. The principal feature of this method is that it deals mainly with polarimetric characteristics that are invariant with respect to arbitrary azimuthal rotations of the sample, uses a broad set of such characteristics, and does not resort to Mueller matrix decomposition.\textsuperscript{135} Examples of the use of this method in polarization spectroscopy and polarized light microscopy of tissues are given in Refs.\textsuperscript{231–235} and\textsuperscript{235} Similar approaches are used in Refs.\textsuperscript{234,235}.

For the past five years, efforts have been focused on developing effective techniques for characterization of the architecture of collagen-rich tissues, such as dermis, sclera, tendon, and cartilage, at the macroscopic\textsuperscript{135} and on the assessment of the feasibility of the polarimetric monitoring of glucose content in such tissues.\textsuperscript{135} Knowledge of the collagen fiber orientation and ordering is required in studying biomechanics of connective tissues and diseases associated with the abnormalities of such
Among the methods being used for characterization of the structure of collagenous tissues at meso- and macroscales are x-ray scattering techniques, multiphoton microscopy, light scattering techniques, polarization-sensitive OCT, and transmission polarized-light microscopy (TPLMM). The advantage of TPLMM is the ability to have a wide field of view in combination with good resolution. In Refs. 241 and 247, it has been shown that TPLMM can be employed for characterization of collagenous structure in thick (up to 2 mm) tissue samples with the use of immersion OC. This makes the technique even more appealing, since it obviates the need for histological sectioning of tissue. As an illustration, Fig.16 shows TPLMM maps for a nonsectioned rabbit sclera specimen, a tissue stripe extending from the cornea to the optic nerve. The sample was incubated in 85 vol% aqueous glycerol solution for 3 days. The average thickness of the sample was 790 μm. The measurements were performed using a microscopic polarization mapping system described in Ref. 241. This figure shows the maps of three characteristic angles: the phase retardation angle $\Delta$, the angle of optical chirality $\phi$, and the polarization mid-axis orientation angle $\nu$. These angles are defined by the relations

$$\cos 4\nu = \tilde{B}_2 \sqrt{\tilde{B}_1^2 + \tilde{B}_2^2}, \quad \sin 4\nu = \tilde{B}_4 \sqrt{\tilde{B}_1^2 + \tilde{B}_2^2},$$

$$\cos 2\phi = \tilde{B}_1 \sqrt{\tilde{B}_1^2 + \tilde{B}_2^2}, \quad \sin 2\phi = -\tilde{B}_3 \sqrt{\tilde{B}_1^2 + \tilde{B}_2^2},$$

$$\Delta = 2 \arccos \sqrt{\tilde{B}_1^2 + \tilde{B}_2^2} / \left(\sqrt{\tilde{B}_1^2 + \tilde{B}_2^2} + \sqrt{\tilde{B}_1^2 + \tilde{B}_2^2} \right),$$

where

$$\tilde{B}_1 = (m_{22} + m_{33})/4, \quad \tilde{B}_2 = (m_{22} - m_{33})/4, \quad \tilde{B}_3 = (m_{23} - m_{32})/4, \quad \tilde{B}_4 = (m_{23} + m_{32})/4,$$

$m_{ij}$ being the elements of the Mueller matrix of local transmission of the sample. In this example, the angle $\nu$ bears information on the average preferred direction of orientation of collagen fibers. The angle $\phi$ depends on the azimuthal variations of the local optic axis (the preferred collagen fiber direction) across the layer thickness. In the absence of such variations, $\phi = 0$. The retardation $\Delta$ depends on the orientational order of collagen fibers and thickness of the sample in the probed region.

Figure 7 shows another example of the use of our TPLMM technique. Here this technique is employed for characterization of the structure and optical properties of RTT fascicles. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show maps of the characteristic angles $\nu$ and $\phi$ for an unloaded RTT fascicle sample. The $\nu$ map reveals a waviness of the collagen fibers (crimp) and the $\phi$ map shows significant variations of the preferred collagen fiber direction across the thickness. For comparison, mapping results for a slightly stretched tendon fascicle sample are shown in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c). In contrast to the unloaded sample, here spatial variations of $\nu$ are very slow, as if the collagen fiber orientation throughout the fascicle was uniform. At the same time, the $\phi$ map shows small but regular variations of the collagen fiber orientation across the thickness. Figures 7(d)–7(h) shows the possibility of estimating spatial and wavelength dependences of the average effective birefringence index $\langle \Delta n_{\text{eff}} \rangle$ of the tissue.

9 Molecular Modeling of Immersion Optical Clearing of Biological Tissues

The immersion OC mechanisms at the molecular level are still not yet clearly understood. Thus molecular level studies in this field are important and could propose molecular agents with a set of beneficial properties. This section presents a short summary of the recent results on molecular modeling of the interaction of some low molecular OCAs with collagen and finding the correlations between the interaction parameters and EOC.
Following Ref.249, to characterize EOC, the reduced scattering coefficient ratio (RSR) defined as the ratio of reduced scattering coefficients before and after OCA application to dermal side of skin during 45 min was used. The RSR function on concentration of OCA allows one to define optical clearing potential (OCP) as a slope determined from linear regression analysis of this function for each studied chemical agent.

The interaction of six low-molecular tissue-clearing agents (1,2 and 1,3-propanediol, EG, glycerol, xylitol, and sorbitol) with the collagen mimetic peptide \((\text{GPH})_3\) was studied by applying the methods of classical molecular dynamics and quantum chemistry.\(^\text{250}\) The correlations between the OCP and such intermolecular interaction parameters as the amount of time of the agent being in a hydrogen-bonded state with the collagen, the dependence of the volume occupied by the collagen in an aqueous solution on OCA concentration and the probability of a double hydrogen bonds formation between the agents and the collagen were carried out by the methods of classical molecular dynamics in the GROMACS program with the AMBER03 force field. The initial intermolecular complex configurations were obtained in the molecular docking program called AutoDockVina. The optimization of geometry parameters of the complexes and individual components was performed by parameterization method 6, and the interaction energies were calculated by means of a single stem cell factor procedure by B3LYP/6-31G(d) method in the Gaussian program.

The complex molecular modeling analysis showed that for the OCAs under study, the effectiveness of interaction with the collagen depends both on the number of alcohol groups and the distance between them (Fig. 18). Moreover, the conformational mobility of the low molecular agents should be taken into consideration. The higher this mobility is, the better an agent can adapt to the molecular pocket. There are four groups available for the classical hydrogen bonding formation in the site pocket of a collagen model under study: two carbonyl (one at a glycine residue, the other at a hydroxyproline residue of the same \(\alpha\)-chain) and two alcohol ones at hydroxyproline residues of different \(\alpha\)-chains. The 1,2-propanediol molecule has the shortest distance between the alcohol groups of all the diatomic alcohols in question, thus, it forms two hydrogen bonds only with the oxygen atoms of the carbonyl groups (\(\Delta E = 23\ \text{kJ/mol}\)). The length of sorbitol, hexatomic alcohol,
Fig. 17 Results for an RTT fascicle imbibed with glycerol and placed in glycerol between an object-plate and a cover-slip. The fascicle is not loaded, maps of (a) $\phi$ and (b) $\nu$; (c) and (d) same as in (a) and (b), but the fascicle is slightly stretched: maps of (c) $\phi$ and (d) $\nu$. The maps shown in (a)–(d) were measured at the wavelength $\lambda = 544$ nm. (e) Map of $\Delta r$ for the loaded fascicle at $\lambda = 466$ nm and the reference system used. The width of the mapped area in (a)–(e) is 1.12 mm. (f) The cross section of the loaded fascicle reconstructed from its OCT-image and a fragment of the map of $\Delta r$ at $\lambda = 544$ nm. Red dotted line shows boundaries of the area within which the tissue is in contact with the object-plate and the cover-slip (in this region, the thickness of the specimen varies in the range 270 to 280 $\mu$m due to a tilt of the cover-slip). The approximate position of the scan section corresponds to the $y$–$z$ plane in (e). The average effective birefringence index of the loaded sample at $\lambda = 544$ nm as a function of position along the $y$-axis. (g) The average effective birefringence index for each value of $y$ was obtained by averaging over the interval, $100 \mu m < x < 0$. (h) Wavelength dependences of the average effective birefringence index for three regions of the loaded fascicle. Adapted from Ref. 241.
is enough to form six effective hydrogen bonds, which significantly influences the interaction energy ($\Delta E = 80 \text{ kJ/mol}$).

Figure 19 shows the dependence of the OCP of rat skin on the interaction energy of the collagen peptide molecule with the molecule of the OCA (a) and the number of hydrogen bonds between them per unit time (b) for various types of OCAs. It is clearly seen that they correlate well with each other. The calculated correlation coefficient is of 0.94 and 0.76 for the interaction energy and the number of hydrogen bonds between them per unit time, respectively. The energy of intermolecular interaction of dextrose molecule with the chosen collagen model that turned out to be 94.5 kJ/mol was additionally calculated to check predictive options of the correlation. The predictive value of the dextrose OCP for rat skin was 0.383 and it falls into line with experimental data, which is 0.387.

Such high correlation coefficients make it possible to state a key importance of the postdiffusion stage of OC where the interaction of collagen and OCAs, and its impact on tissue OC is significant. The results of the study allow one to state that in the course of interaction there is a partial substitution of water molecules that are connected with collagen by molecules of the OCA. It leads to the disturbance of the hydrogen bond net and to reversible dissolving of collagen fibrils. In its turn, their refraction index decreases and they are adjusting to the intrafibrillar medium. The greater affinity to collagen, which is characterized by the intermolecular interaction energy, an OCA has, the more effective is the process.

Another informative parameter to characterize correlation between OCAs interacting with collagen and OCP is the protein volume change. Currently, a lot of experimental data assessing tissue EOC with glycerol and other OCAs are available. It is worth mentioning that different authors use different parameters to assess EOC. For instance, Genin et al. use collimated light transmission coefficient, whereas in Ref. the volume of light that enters into tissue and the light penetration depth measured by OCT.

Within the framework of molecular modeling has been the relation between collagen peptides volume change and glycerol concentration (Fig. 20). This figure shows that this relation is nonlinear: its maximum is reached at medium-range glycerol concentration (40%). Experimental data analysis of human skin OC by means of glycerol shows that the EOC is at its maximum at higher concentration (60% to 70%). This difference can be explained in the following way: when this interaction is molecularly modulated, the glycerol concentration is
set inside the intercellular space, while the experimental data indicate glycerol concentration prior to skin application. Since the tissue already has some amount of liquid inside, it can be expected that the glycerol concentration inside the tissue will be smaller than an applied one.

The influence of concentration of the other OCAs on the collagen molecule volume is presented in Fig. 20. It reveals that the dependence of volume of the collagen peptide molecule is nonlinear. Almost all agents have a maximal impact on the volume of collagen fibers in the range of medium concentrations. Maximum of collagen molecule volume achieved at medium-range glycerol concentration can be explained in the following way. First, collagen surface has a finite number of seats, i.e., “molecular pockets” suitable for efficient attachment of glycerol molecules. Second, the molecular modeling reveals that the higher the concentration of glycerol is the more probable is the formation of hydrogen-bound self-associates. With time these self-associates form cluster structures, which leads to nonuniform impact on different areas of collagen molecules. In its turn, this decreases the destruction rate of collagen hydration shell and, subsequently, decreases glycerol influence on collagen.

Based on the performed molecular modeling, the mechanism of collagen fiber swelling under glycerol impact can be described as follows: when attached, glycerol molecules of the greatest affinity to collagen push out the water bound to it. This disrupts the net of hydrogen bonds between collagen fibrils and leads to fibril protein swelling. The disruption of hydrogen bonds net occurs because glycerol molecules bound to collagen by alcohol groups, “stick out” their hydrophobic parts (CH₂-groups), and prevent formation of new hydrogen bonds.

10 Adipose Tissue Optical Clearing by Heating and Photodynamic Treatment

Adipocytes constitute the main cellular component of AT and are the major storage depots of the energy in the form of triglyceride (TG) droplets. Absorption of the human AT is due to absorption of hemoglobin, lipids, and water (~8% to 11%). Its scattering is a very complex phenomenon and strongly depends on the temperature. The OCT studies demonstrate well reduction of light scattering on the cellular level due to the phase transition of TG localized in cell lipid droplets from crystalline to liquid phase for the temperatures from above 35°C.

Recently, it was shown that photodynamic/photothermal effects induced in AT stained with brilliant green or indocyanine green (ICG) under irradiation at 442/597 nm or 808 nm, respectively, lead to lipolysis of fat cells. Fat cell lipolysis can also be induced in the course of LLLT. The final products of cell lipolysis contribute to OC of the cell layers over entire body sites, where the cells are expressed for lipolysis. Local fat cell lipolysis is the breakdown of lipids and involves hydrolysis of TGs into glycerol, which works as an OCA, and FFAs, which are good enhancers of tissue permeability.

It was proved that due to light-induced cell membrane porosity, the intracellular content of the cell percolates through the arising temporal pores into the interstitial space. As a consequence, the RI of the ISF (initially equal to $n_1 \approx 1.36$) becomes closer to the RI of the matter inside the adipocytes, mostly lipids of a lipid droplet (RI of lipids, $n_2 \approx 1.44$). Due to the RI matching, the tissue sample becomes optically more homogeneous and more transparent to light.

Figure 21 shows a series of two-dimensional (2-D) and 3-D images illustrating the alteration of optical properties of ICG-sensitized and then laser irradiated [underwent photodynamic treatment (PDT)] AT sample that was kept at the temperature of 41°C during a prolonged observation. It can be seen that: (i) brightness (optical transmittance) variations are predominantly characteristic to the intercellular space and (ii) optical transmittance becomes homogeneous over the image area with a long-time elapsed after 1-min laser exposure. The spatial resolution of the measuring system was about 1 pixel/μm. Encoding the state of one pixel by one byte, one may get 256 different shades of gray for evaluation of the local brightness of transmitted light.

The phenomenon observed may take place due to increased permeability of adipose cell membranes in ~10 min after laser irradiation. Therefore, the extracellular space is filled up by the products of cell lipolysis, which leads to RI matching between cells and interstitial space; this process takes about 9 min (from the 10th to the 20th min; see Fig. 21). As a result, tissue becomes optically more homogeneous, which can be easily seen in the images of Fig. 22. It is interesting to note that in
spite of observed increase of optical homogeneity of tissue sample, the spatially averaged brightness practically did not change in time. Figure 22 shows that for earlier observation time (0 to 16 min), the images show the sharp peaks of brightness, which are mostly characteristic to the cell periphery regions and can be associated with cell refraction and wave guiding properties. At the same time, such localized strong brightness are not observed at later observation time (26 to 37 min), which is the sign of tissue optical homogeneity. This may prove that PDT provides fat cell lipolysis via the increase of cell membrane permeability; intracellular content flows out of cells and fills up the intercellular space mostly by the products of lipolysis, such as glycerol and FFAs; subsequent RI matching of intercellular and intracellular spaces makes brightness more homogeneous within the tissue area underwent PDT.

The OCT images presented in Fig. 23 clearly show temporal changes of fat tissue cell morphology after PDT action at 37°C. The characteristic time for such changes of 120 min correlates well with the expected biological response to PDT. The major changes after irradiation are seen on the upper layer of the cell structure. At physiological temperature of 37°C, ICG-mediated 808-nm diode laser treatment led to the large cell damage depth, equal approximately to 230 μm [Figs. 23(b) and 23(c)]. The average size of adipocytes was 60 to 70 μm (vertical size in optical length units). The arrow in Fig. 23 marks the intensity peak from the lower reflecting sample boundary [i.e., related to optical transmission of the sample [see Fig. 23(d)]] to illustrate that besides PDT, the thermal treatment also produces lipolysis; in Fig. 23(e), the temperature dependence for light transmittance through a sample of pork fat is presented. The total intensity of transmitted white light was calculated as $I = \int S I(x)dx$, where $S$ is the surface area of the sample (is equal to the area of the image), $I(x)$ is the intensity of an elementary segment of the image (the pixel intensity), and $dx$ is the area of a pixel ($6.5 \times 10^{-5}$ mm²).

The enhanced porosity of adipose cell membrane for ICG-mediated PDT was studied in vitro. The hypothesis of
PDT-induced pore formation is in good agreement with the experimental results.

Figure 24 shows the transmittance white light images of ICG-stained subcutaneous fat tissue sample (a) before and (b)–(e) after 1-min irradiation by CW diode laser (808 nm, 250 mW/cm²), and (c) after 120-min of observation. The cell lipolysis is seen that stimulates the leakage of a part of intracellular fluid into the intercellular space, thus the tissue gradually undergoes immersion clearing.

According to Fig. 24 at the initial moment, the dye is concentrated in the intercellular space (green color). Then the dye stains the cell membranes. The cell content is gradually released after irradiation (which results in the matching refractive indices of intracellular and intercellular fluids and increase of optical
transparency of the sample). Small lipid vesicles are well seen in
the intercellular space (within rectangular area selected in
Fig. 24).

Photochemical processes are initiated in the ICG-stained cell
as a result of laser irradiation. Unsaturated fatty acids, which
constitute 65% to 85% of human fatty tissue, are sensitive
to sensitized photooxidation. Moreover, their sensitivity
increases in proportion to the number of double bonds in the
fatty acid chains. Cholesterol is easily oxidized as well.
Malondialdehyde is an important toxic product of peroxidation
of unsaturated fatty acids and may be involved in pro-
longed biological response on a rather short (1 min) PDT.
There are two major pathways of fat cell permeability control
mediated by ICG at laser irradiation: (i) when at the first
stage of the photochemical reaction all processes involved are
triggered by generation of singlet oxygen and (ii) when
(60 min later) the toxic products of ICG decomposition have
an effect. The change in permeability and stability of
the cell membrane occurs in this case due to the structural
defects of the membrane bilayer as a result of the membrane
lipids oxidation.

11 Wavefront Shaping and Computational
Tissue Optical Clearing

In addition to immersion OC, more sophisticated methods based
on controlling of the incident light wavefront can be used for the
suppression of impact of strong light scattering on focused beam
degradation and may improve significantly the image quality in
tissue depth. Most of these techniques use spatial light
modulators to compensate the many spatial degrees of freedom
of light at its transport in the scattering medium. It was
found that at wavefront control the multiply scattered light
forms a focus with a brightness that is up to a factor of 1000
higher than the brightness provided at transport of the uncontrolled beam. Reviews of recent progress of focusing, shaping,
and compressing waves propagating in strongly scattering
media by controlling the many degrees of freedom in the incident waves and advances in application of wavefront shaping
(WS) techniques in biomedicine are presented in Refs. and

The simultaneous application of immersion OC and WS
seems to be a prospective approach because application of
the OCA reduces optical inhomogeneity of a highly scattering
tissue, and the WS controls incident light beam to eliminate
noncompensated influence of multiple scattering. As a result a
sinergy in enhancement of the penetration depth and signal-tonoise ratio is provided. It has been recently demonstrated that
WS-OCT applied in combination with 70% glycerol solution
as an OCA reveal hidden structures of ex vivo mouse ears inaccessible with conventional OCT imaging (see Fig. and

It was also shown that computational or analytical OC can be
applied as a noninvasive method to evaluate concentration of
cutaneous chromophores at deep tissues. The analytical OC
uses the ability of diffuse reflection spectroscopy to recon-
struct distribution of a particular chromophore of interest, which
is normally hidden on the background of absorption of stronger
tissue chromophores such as hemoglobin, melanin, and water
and strong light scattering. The method has been successfully
demonstrated in application to extraction of absorption coefficient of beta carotene inside tissue phantom based on the mouse ear alone and together with immersion and compres-
sion OC

12 Optoacoustic/Photoacoustic Imaging

In the previous sections, it was well demonstrated that OC is a
powerful method to modify temporally and reversibly tissue and
blood scattering properties for enhancement of the probing
depth and image quality of different optical modalities applied
in *in vitro*, *ex vivo*, and *in vivo*. Nevertheless, for the two last decades, it was not evident that OC could help for optoacoustic (OA) [photoacoustic (PA)] imaging techniques based on absorption as an intrinsic contrast and for which the role of scattering is to illuminate absorbing target homogeneously. Recent studies from different research groups on immersion OC at application of widely used OCAs to OA/PA systems showed great benefits expressed in much better probing depth and spatial resolution of these systems. First, it was demonstrated for optical resolution PA microscopy (OR-PAM) in two different modifications. As in OR-PAM, the lateral resolution is determined by the diffraction-limited light focusing, which degrades due to light scattering, and the probing depth is limited by the photon transport mean free path, which is also in tissues determined by light scattering, suppression of scattering at tissue interaction with an OCA strongly improves these characteristics of the microscope. As an OCA, authors used a 88% glycerol–water solution. To avoid slow transdermal diffusion of the OCA in *in vivo* studies, they directly injected solution into the mouse scalp to create a local OCW. Remarkably, after OC the averaged PA signal amplitude had increased by about eight times, as from individual capillaries up to 22 times with imaged vessel density increased by about 10 times.

The effect of glycerol concentration on the OR-PAM imaging contrast and probing depth was also investigated on fresh abdominal porcine skin samples of 0.5 mm in thickness covering a phantom light absorber. The PA signal amplitude increases on 8.1%, 76%, and 165% for application of 20%, 40%, and 60% glycerol, respectively.

In the clinical research, OC method for the first time was shown as a beneficial technology for significant improvement of PA flow cytometry (PAFC) of circulating tumor cells in deep blood vessels in humans. Using 99% glycerol, the feasibility of PA contrast improvement was demonstrated for human hand veins. OC effect was achieved in about 20 min by sequent skin ethanol cleaning (2 min), microdermabrasion (4 min), glycerol application enhanced by manual massage (4 min), and sonophoresis (10 min). Using a mouse skin layer of 0.8 mm in thickness covering a blood vessel phantom, 1.6-fold decrease in laser spot blurring and similar increase in PA signal amplitude from blood background allowed for 1.7-fold increase of peak counting rate for B16F10 melanoma cells in blood flow.

Acoustic resolution PA microscopy (AR-PAM), which also suffers from the scattering of light and the attenuation of an acoustic wave caused by inhomogeneities in the structure of the tissue, proved to be of benefit from OC. AR-PAM allows one to image the subcutaneous microvasculature with a spatial resolution of tens of micrometers. Such commonly used OCAs as PEG-400 in combination with an appropriate penetration enhancer and pure glycerol significantly improve the PA signal amplitude and image quality of deep-sealed blood vessels and shallow vessels, respectively.

A combination of AR-PAM with ultrasonography allows for studies of the mechanism of OC and OCA impact on acoustical properties of tissues. One system provides measurements of acoustic speed, impedance, and absorption coefficient of skin tissues and OCAs (glycerol and PEG-400). It was also demonstrated that OCA, composed of laurinol, DMSO, sorbitol, alcohol, glucose, and sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate, and named as a skull optical clearing solution (SOCS), could enhance not only the transmittance of light through a mouse skull, but also that of ultrasound. *In vivo* studies confirmed that OCAs could significantly improve cerebral microvasculature imaging by AR-PAM.

OCAs can be used as blood flushing agents for accurate diagnosing vulnerable plaques and guiding atherosclerosis treatment by combined optical and acoustic intravascular imaging systems. In this work, three commonly used OCAs were investigated as potential flushing agents: mannitol, dextran, and iohexol (Omnipaque™). Testing of these OCAs in a closed-loop circulation model and *in vivo* on rabbits, it was found that a highly concentrated dextran is the most appropriate OCA for simultaneous intravascular ultrasound and OCT imaging.

The enhanced delivery of OCAs [PEG and polypropylene glycol (PPG)] through skin *in vitro* at sample pretreatment by hyaluronic acid (HA) provided a significant increase of NIR light transmittance (up to 47-fold) and improvement of OA/PA image contrast. This two-step technique due to action of 0.5% HA in aqueous solution during 30 min improves skin penetration for hydrophilic and lipophilic OCAs.

As we see, OA/PA signal can be significantly increased not only due to less laser beam distortion at OC, but also due to acoustical properties improvement. In *in vivo* studies for OC of mouse skulls by SOCS demonstrated a considerable enhancement of AR-PAM capability for cerebral microvasculature imaging. One of the reasons for improvement of acoustic properties could be increased tissue stiffness at OCA interaction with tissue collagen inducing temporal molecular cross-linking.

The OC is a prospective method for imaging of lymph nodes in cancer research using different optical modalities such as digital microscopy with high-resolution cameras, PA imaging, confocal microscopy, and OCT. Topical application of 80% glycerol aqueous solution gives a possibility for the label-free imaging of a fresh lymph node at the cellular level together with surrounding microstructures. PA cell mapping enhanced by OC will allow one to quantify distribution and number of melanoma metastases in sentinel lymph nodes through transparent skin.

OCAs and their components also may serve as testing agents due to their mainly reversible impact on optical and acoustical properties of tissues. The feasibility of PA imaging and characterization of bone aiming clinical management of osteoporosis and other bone diseases was recently demonstrated for bovine ribs before and after their treatment by EDTA.

### 13 Conclusion

Recent technological advances in photonics have caused tremendous progress in the development of innovative methods and systems for clinical functional optical imaging, laser surgery, and phototherapy. Intensive research and development of the biomedical optical methods and techniques have stimulated a great interest in quantification of optical properties of tissues. The requirements for a significant increase in the effectiveness of optical sensing techniques and deep light delivery for therapeutic purposes also strongly stimulate interest in the development of OC technologies that are suitable for *in vivo* applications. Some of these technologies are demonstrated in this paper.
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